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Abstract—Hybridization with high specific energy-storage de-
vices such as supercapacitors (SCs) has important advantages in
fuel-cell (FC)-based systems. This paper presents an approach for
the design and analysis of FC hybrid systems (FCHSs) oriented to
automotive applications. The FCHS is considered to be the most
attractive long-term option for propulsion of passenger cars. The
design stage includes the determination of the electrical topology
and the determination of the hybridization degree (HD) according
to drivability conditions. With the selected design, the optimal
hydrogen consumption for different driving cycles and the energy
flows in the hybrid vehicle are analyzed. The entire study is per-
formed with a detailed model of the FCHS in the Advanced Vehicle
Simulator (ADVISOR): the determination of the HD according to
drivability requirements, the analysis of the energy flows, and the
computation of the optimal hydrogen consumption. The results
show that hybridization allows a significant improvement in the
hydrogen economy through the recovered energy from breaking.
At the same time, the results suggest a conflict between a design
according to drivability conditions and a design for the highest ef-
ficiency. The conclusion is that hybridization with SCs in FC-based
vehicles is a meaningful procedure that enhances performance.
Index Terms—Automotive applications, fuel cells (FCs), hybrid
vehicles, hydrogen economy, supercapacitors (SCs).
I. INTRODUCTION
FUEL-CELL hybrid systems (FCHSs) are composed of aprimary power source, i.e., the FC system (FCS), and an
energy-storage system (ESS), e.g., a battery or a supercapacitor
(SC) bank, which supplies the load power demand. Given a
certain load power Pload(t), this can be supplied with some
power from the FCS, i.e., Pfcs(t), where the rest of the power is
supplied by the ESS, i.e., Pess(t). Thus
Pload(t) = Pfcs(t) + Pess(t) ∀t. (1)
Fig. 1 shows a diagram with the energy and power flows be-
tween the elements in the hybrid system. The power produced
by the FC stack is fed with a hydrogen flow from a hydrogen-
pressurized tank.
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Four energy flows can be distinguished in the FCHS of
Fig. 1: 1) a direct energy flow from the FC to the load; 2) a
charging energy flow from the FCS to the ESS; 3) an energy
flow from the load to the ESS, e.g., during regenerative braking
in automotive applications; and 4) an energy flow from the ESS
to the load to boost the FCS operation, supplying energy that
has been previously charged from the FCS or regenerated from
the load.
Hybridization has important advantages in FC-based vehi-
cles. The potential advantages of a hybrid system are given
as follows [1], [2]: 1) reducing the cost and weight of the
global system; 2) overcoming the relatively slow FCS tran-
sient response; 3) improving the hydrogen economy; and
4) reducing the warm-up time of the FCS to reach full power.
Another important advantage is the reduction of the physi-
cal constraints applied on the FC, leading to an increase of
the FC stack and system durability. While the degradation
mechanism is still being investigated, it is possible to assure
that the degradation of Pt catalysts is higher with high cell
voltages. Thus, hybridization can help operate the FCS in
more convenient operating points, avoiding those high cell
voltage ranges. Moreover, hybridization can help avoid reactant
starvation since the ESS should supply the peak power, and
thus, the FCS operation is smoother [3]. The disadvantages of
hybridization are a greater complexity of the vehicle and the
control system.
The advantages and disadvantages of the FCHSs can be
better understood by analyzing the roles of the ESS in an FC
hybrid vehicle (FCHV). These roles are given in the list that
follows [4].
1) Supply of traction power during FC start-up: Under cold
ambient or cold-start conditions, the FCS output power
is lower than its rated power. The ESS is expected to
compensate this drawback until the FC warms up and
reaches its rated power.
2) Power assistance during driving cycles: The stored en-
ergy can partially or totally supply the transitory demands
of energy, e.g., during acceleration, making it possible
to reduce the FC rated power and improve the transient
response.
3) Regenerative braking energy recovery: The possibility
of recovering energy from regenerative braking in auto-
motive applications allows the improvement of the hy-
drogen economy recuperating energy that, otherwise, is
dissipated at the friction brakes. This amount of energy
depends on the driving cycle and is considered to be from
5% in a highway cycle to almost 18% in an urban cycle.
0018-9545/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing the electrical topology and the energy and power flows in an FCHS.
4) Supply of electrical accessory loads: An FCHV may in-
clude several electric loads such as radiator fans, electric
power steering, electric brakes, air conditioning systems,
etc., that could be considered as a constant load. It is
potentially expected that the ESS could maintain the
electrical accessory loads for brief periods during the
cycle (e.g., if the FC is shut down).
5) FC start-up and shutdown: In FCHVs, it would be de-
sirable to have FC start/stop capability. This means that,
while the vehicle is running, the primary power plant (i.e.,
the FC) can be shut down and restarted according to an
energy-management strategy.
Despite the fact that the FCHS has already been studied in the
literature, there is still a necessity for clear analyses motivating
the introduction into the society of FC-based vehicles, which
is a promising technology in development that has taken on
an increasing amount of importance over the past years and is
considered to be the most attractive long-term option for pas-
senger cars [5]. Therefore, in this paper, the design and analysis
of FC-based systems oriented to automotive applications is
addressed. We concentrate our attention on FCHVs because
this application is particularly attractive, although some general
aspects that were studied also apply to other applications where
the load strongly varies, such as stand-alone residential proton
exchange membrane FC power systems.
The organization of this paper is given as follows:
In Section II, the electrical structures for FCHVs are ap-
proached, focusing on the topology and the ESS. In Section III,
the FCHV model is presented. In Section IV, an analysis of the
energy flows in the FCHV is done. In Section V, the determi-
nation of the hybridization degree (HD) according to drivabil-
ity conditions is assessed. In Section VI, the computation of
the optimal hydrogen consumption is performed. Finally, the
discussion of the results and the conclusions of this paper are
summarized in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
II. ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE FOR A
FUEL-CELL HYBRID SYSTEM
The electrical structure for an FC-based system essentially
involves an FC stack with its auxiliary systems and the load,
which is generally an ac electrical motor. The FCS by itself is an
electrical power source, whose dc output voltage drops with the
current according to the polarization curve. Thus, it is necessary
to incorporate power converters to convert the voltage from dc
to ac and to reach the appropriate voltage level.
The electrical structure for an FCHV also includes an ESS.
The ESS can store energy produced by the FC and then deliv-
ered to the load. In addition, the ESS can store energy recovered
from braking. Therefore, the power converter connected to the
ESS must be a bidirectional converter, allowing the energy flow
in both directions.
In this section, we approach the design of the electrical
structure for an FCHV, focusing on the determination of the
electrical topology and the selection of the ESS. The detailed
design of the power converters is beyond the scope of this paper.
A. Topology of the Electrical System
The topology of an electric system is given by the intercon-
nections of the system components. The selection of the most
adequate topology is covered in [6]–[9], where different topolo-
gies and their appropriate control are analyzed, and the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each case are shown. Thus, several
topologies are considered in the literature to connect the ESS
and the FCS to the load, depending on the following issues:
1) characteristics of the load (dc or ac voltage, single-phase
or three-phase, and range of the voltage);
2) possibility of energy recovering from the load (e.g., re-
generative braking);
3) range of the voltage in the ESS;
4) output voltage of the FCS.
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Fig. 2. Design tree for the selection of the electrical structure for the FCHV.
In this paper, a number of choices, as represented by the
decision tree shown in Fig. 2, were considered before choosing
the topology of the electrical system, which is shown in Fig. 1.
The main decision was if the vehicle has regenerative braking.
This electrical topology is used as a frame of reference for the
analyses of the FCHV throughout this work. In this topology,
the FCS is connected to the dc bus through a step-up power
converter (boost converter) because the dc voltage bus is nor-
mally high voltage, whereas the ESS is connected to the dc bus
through a bidirectional power converter (buck–boost converter).
With regard to the load, which is an ac induction motor, it is fed
through a bidirectional dc–ac inverter that allows the energy
flow from regenerative braking.
The power converter that connects the ESS to the dc bus is
fundamental in implementing the energy management strategy
in the hybrid system: This converter acts as a “switch” that
allows the regulation of the energy flow between the ESS and
the dc bus. In the same way, the converter that connects the FCS
to the dc bus allows the regulation of the power flow from the
FCS and, in addition, has to cope with the variations in the FCS
output voltage since the FCS does not act as an ideal voltage
source.
B. ESS: Batteries and SCs
The ESS in the FCHS can be implemented either by a high
specific energy device such as batteries or by a high specific
power device such as SCs. There is also the possibility of a
combined solution using batteries and SCs [10]. Before dealing
with this analysis, two meaningful parameters concerning the
ESS are introduced. First, the HD is the relation between two
installed power, namely, the maximum FCS power Pfcs,max
and the maximum ESS power Pess,max. We use the following
expression for HD:
HD =
Pess,max
Pfcs,max + Pess,max
× 100 [%]. (2)
With this definition, a 100% HD indicates a vehicle without
FC (only storage bank), and 0% HD indicates a pure FC
vehicle (no storage bank). Second, the power/ESS ratio P/E
is defined as the relationship between the specific power P and
the specific energy E of the storage system [11], i.e.,
P/E =
P [W/kg]
E [Wh/kg] [W/Wh]. (3)
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF RELEVANT EXAMPLES OF THE ESS
Some relevant examples are collected from the literature
[11] and reported in Table I. For some SCs on the market,
such as the model BCAP0350 from Maxwell Technologies
[12], the specific power is 3900 W/kg, and a recent study with
asymmetric double-layer SCs has reported advances in specific
energy approaching 40 Wh/kg [13].
We chose SCs in this paper because they are more attractive
for applications with low energy and high power demand,
particularly at low temperatures, although the cost may remain
an obstacle. SCs can be deep charged–discharged at high rates
for 500 000−1 000 000 cycles with a relatively small change in
characteristics (10%–20% of degradation in capacitance and re-
sistance) and with high charge–discharge efficiency [14]. How-
ever, batteries and SCs do not compete but are complementary
in the development of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) because
of the high specific energy of the former and the high specific
power of the latter, notwithstanding the significantly longer
cycle life of SCs (more than two orders of magnitude [15]).
Different types of HEVs require ESSs that are characterized
by different specific power and energy values, P/E ratios, and
cycle lives. In Gao [16], two FCHVs are studied, comparing
an FC–battery hybrid power train and an FC–SC hybrid power
train. The conclusion is that the second option is better since
SCs can more effectively assist the FC to meet the transient
power demand. Since SCs have high specific power, they
can supply great quantities of instantaneous power, allowing
boosting the FC in power-demanding situations, such as fast
acceleration or climbing. Although the study of Gao is done
with the FC–battery hybrid power train composed of lead–acid
batteries instead of other types of batteries with higher specific
power (e.g., Li-ion or Ni-MH), the general conclusion is still
valid because of the exceptional specific power of SCs. In
[17], analyzing the requirements of batteries for city hybrid
buses, it is remarked that, to get a really significant fuel con-
sumption improvement, it is essential to be able to recover a
good percentage of the available energy during regeneration,
and to that end, devices with high power-recharge capability
are required.
With regard to the lifetime, it is concluded that actual
batteries are not good for automotive applications. However,
some modifications in the chemistry of conventional lead–acid
batteries are currently being developed to operate in a high-
rate partial-state-of-charge mode with acceptable performance
[18]. There are also ultrabatteries in development, which are
hybrid energy storage devices combining an asymmetric SC
and a lead–acid battery in one unit, taking advantage of the best
from both technologies without the need for extra electronic
controls [19].
TABLE II
VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS IN THE VEHICLE MODEL
Fig. 3. Hydrogen consumption map of the FCS from the ADVISOR model.
III. FUEL-CELL HYBRID VEHICLE MODEL
To study FCHVs, it is necessary to rely on accurate and prac-
tical models to describe the system behavior. The Advanced
Vehicle Simulator (ADVISOR) [20], [21] is a system analysis
tool for vehicle modeling created by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (USA) in the MATLAB/Simulink environ-
ment. It provides a flexible and robust set of models, data, and
script text files, which are used to quantify the fuel economy, the
performance, and the emissions of vehicles that use alternative
technologies, including FCs, batteries, SCs, electric motors,
and internal combustion engines in hybrid configurations. The
component models of this toolbox are used in several works
concerning FCHVs, e.g., [16] and [22]–[24].
The component models are quasi-static and cannot be used
alone to predict phenomena with very small timescales (lower
than a second). In general, the component models are empirical
models based on test data. With regard to the FC power system,
ADVISOR includes two empirically based modeling options:
1) a model that lumps the entire FCS into a system efficiency
map as a function of net output power and 2) a second model
where the FC performance is characterized with a polarization
curve, the associated hydrogen usage per cell, and the number
of cells within the stack. ADVISOR was originally developed
as an analysis tool, and in this paper, ADVISOR has been used
in the design process by iterative evaluation.
In this paper, we consider the performance of an FCHV
based on a small car and the entire system being modeled
in ADVISOR according to the principal parameters listed in
Table II. The total vehicle mass will be determined after the
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Fig. 4. Energy flows in the FCHV running on NEDC.
TABLE III
ENERGY FLOW SUMMARY IN A 1380-kg FCHV
dimensioning process of the FCS and the ESS. In this platform,
the vehicle is modeled in detail, taking into account the several
components that compose the vehicle (e.g., FCS, wheel and
axle, final drive, gearbox, and clutch) and including the power
converter losses to achieve a more realistic model.
The FCS consists of the FC stack and the auxiliary system,
a set of devices necessary for the FCS operation that includes a
compressor, cooling/heating devices, and a water-management
system. Among the auxiliary components, the compressor is the
one with larger power consumption (up to 93.5% of the total
auxiliary power consumption [25]). The most relevant charac-
teristic of the FCS, with major impact on the performance, is the
hydrogen consumption map: the relation between the delivered
power and the hydrogen consumption (see Fig. 3).
Given that, in the HD analysis, it is necessary to account for
models representing FCSs of different sizes, it is needed to scale
the original model to represent FCSs with different rated power.
Kim et al. [25] concluded that it is possible to linearly scale
the efficiency map of the FCS. This conclusion is reinforced
in Ahluwalia et al. [26], where four FCSs with different rated
power in study are also linearly scaled, as well as the way that
the ADVISOR toolbox works.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE ENERGY FLOWS IN
THE FUEL-CELL HYBRID VEHICLE
It was mentioned that, in an FCHV, there are four principal
energy flows. Getting into more detail, Fig. 4 depicts the energy
flow from the hydrogen tank toward the wheels through the
power bus, the electric motor, and the gearbox. The numbers in
the arrows correspond to the total energy transferred between
components or to the total losses in each component along
the load profile in study. Each component has its own losses,
except the power bus, which is considered ideal. Thus, the
initial amount of energy from the hydrogen tank is degraded.
In addition, the vehicle employs energy to overcome the rolling
resistance and the aerodynamics drag force. In the same figure,
the wheel-to-ESS flow, i.e., the energy flow from regenerative
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braking to the ESS, is also represented, which also diminishes
due to the losses in the components.
As mentioned before, the amount of energy that it is possible
to recover from regenerative braking depends on the partic-
ular driving cycle. The standard driving cycles are widely
utilized in the literature to evaluate the performance of a given
FCHV. These standardized speed profiles, representing urban
and highway scenarios, were originally stated for measuring
pollutant emissions and the gasoline economy of engines [27]
and are useful to evaluate the performance and to assess the
HD in the FCHV. In this paper, the analysis is performed with
four standard driving cycles: 1) the New European Driving
Cycle (NEDC); 2) the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule
(UDDS), which is also known as the Federal Urban Driving
Schedule (FUDS); 3) the Federal Test Procedure (FTP); and
4) the Highway Fuel Economy Cycle (HWFET).
Our results show that, for an FCHV according to the param-
eters of Table II and for a total vehicle mass of 1380 kg, the
maximum recoverable energy after considering all the losses
represents 7.6% of the hydrogen energy that is spent to fulfill
the NEDC cycle, whereas in the case of UDDS and FTP, it
represents 11.7% and 11.4%, respectively. On the other hand,
in a highway cycle such as HWFET, the regenerative braking
energy only represents 2.3% of the hydrogen energy. Some
works report greater ratios of energy recovery for a similar
vehicle. For example, in [26], it is reported that, in the NEDC
cycle with a similar vehicle, the braking energy is 35% of the
traction energy, whereas with the UDDS cycle, the braking
energy is up to 50%. Nevertheless, these ratios only account for
the energy available at the wheels. If the losses in the internal
components, where the energy passes through, are taken into
account, the braking energy available at the storage system is
much lower. It is also important to note that all these ratios
are calculated in the limit situation where no friction brakes are
used, allowing the maximum energy recuperation. Thus, these
ratios only represent a superior limit, and in real situations,
the available energy that can be stored may be lower. Table III
summarizes the main values of the energy flow analysis for the
four cycles in study.
V. DETERMINATION OF THE HYBRIDIZATION DEGREE
ACCORDING TO DRIVABILITY CONDITIONS
To be competitive with conventional vehicles, FCHVs must
satisfy different types of driving conditions. This means that,
both in transitory and sustained driving conditions, the power
balance between the load and the power sources must be
satisfied. In that sense, Ahluwalia et al. [26] stated that the
hybrid system must satisfy the following requirements: First,
the FCS by itself must be capable of supporting time-sustained
driving conditions. This includes two different tests, namely, a
top speed test, where a specified speed is sustained, and a grade
test, where the vehicle must sustain a determined speed with
a determined grade and a certain overweight. Second, with the
assistance of the ESS, the hybrid system must fulfill a response
time with certain acceleration.
Assuming the drivability requirements and exploiting the
FCHV model developed in the ADVISOR environment, it is
TABLE IV
RESULTS FROM THE ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMAL HYDROGEN
ECONOMY FOR A VEHICLE OF 1109 kg
Fig. 5. Power demand versus vehicle sustained speed for a 1380-kg vehicle.
possible to quantify the amount of power that the power train
needs to supply to fulfill the traction requirements. In Table IV,
the power demands to fulfill each traction power requirement
are presented. These power demands correspond to a vehicle
with a total mass of 1380 kg. In addition, Fig. 5 shows the
power demand to maintain different sustained speeds and the
power demand to maintain a sustained speed of 88.5 km/h with
a grade of 6.5%.
The HD analysis according to drivability conditions consists
of determining the FCS rated power and the amount of SCs in
the ESS necessary to fulfill the previously stated requirements
in Table IV. Once these two design variables are determined,
it is possible to calculate the total mass of the vehicle as the
summation of the mass of the FCS, i.e., mFCS, the mass of
the ESS, i.e., mESS, and the mass of the basic vehicle, i.e.,
mveh,basic. Thus
mveh,total = mess + mfcs + mveh,basic. (4)
The mass of the basic vehicle is the mass of the vehicle
without the FCS and the ESS (i.e., without the power train), but
it is not a constant mass. It depends on the chosen FCS because
the mass of the auxiliary system in the vehicle depends on the
rated power of the FCS.
The first step of this dimensioning process concerns the time-
sustained conditions. The dimensioning process starts with the
calculation of the minimum necessary FCS rated power that
a vehicle of that mass needs to meet the top sustained speed
requirement. Then, the process continues with the calculation
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the HD analysis according to drivability requirements.
of the minimum necessary FCS that the vehicle needs to meet
the grade requirement. Both estimations are done using only the
FCS to power the vehicle because it is a sustained power that
can only be supported by the FCS. The FCS that fulfils the two
requirements is the maximum value between the two results.
Then, the vehicle mass is calculated according to the mass of
this FCS using (4). In this step, mess is assumed to be null.
The second step is related to the acceleration test and
consists of the determination of the minimum amount of SCs
in the ESS that is necessary to be added to the previous FCS
to reach the acceleration requirement. Once this is done, the
total mass is recalculated according to the determined number
of SCs using (4).
The procedure is repeated from the first step using the vehicle
mass calculated in the last step until the results converge in
a combination of the FCS and the ESS such as the vehicle
being capable to meet both the sustained and transitory driving
conditions. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the preceding method.
The results show that the minimum FCS is 35 kW and that
the minimum SC bank is 130 modules. Each module in the
ADVISOR model has a specific power of 2.5 kW/kg and a
specific energy of 6 Wh/kg with a mass of 0.408 kg. Thus, the
maximum energy in the bank is 318.2 Wh, and the final total
mass of the vehicle results in 1109 kg.
However, this is the minimum value of the FCS, and there
is still a degree of freedom in the final selection between
two extreme cases: 1) the case with a 35-kW FCS and a
130-module bank and 2) the pure FCS case (with a larger FCS
and no ESS), where all the power needed is supplied by the
FCS. Therefore, an analysis is performed by varying the ESS
module number (i.e., varying the HD) and for different driving
cycles to find the optimal combination in terms of minimum
hydrogen consumption and vehicle mass.
The results of hydrogen economy and total mass, as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, reveal that the best option, i.e., with lower
mass of the vehicle and lower hydrogen consumption, is the
vehicle consisting of an FCS of 35 kW and an ESS bank of
130 modules. In this case, the mass of the total vehicle results
to be 1109 kg, and the HD is 79%. With regard to Fig. 7,
the hydrogen consumption is optimal. The computation of this
optimal hydrogen consumption is done using the analysis of
the optimal hydrogen consumption formulated in the following
section.
VI. COMPUTATION OF THE OPTIMAL HYDROGEN
CONSUMPTION IN THE FUEL-CELL HYBRID VEHICLE
It is useful to determine the minimum amount of hydrogen
that a specified vehicle needs to achieve a given driving speed
profile. The result of this analysis can be used to compare
the performance of the energy management strategies that
command the FCS operation [28]. In some works, e.g., [23],
[29], and [30], this minimum value is determined through the
use of the dynamic programming (DP) technique, which is a
procedure that allows calculating a global optimal operation of
the system for a given load profile by evaluating all possible
control sequences in a systematic way [29] or through the use
of the optimal control theory [31]. However, a disadvantage
of the DP technique is the relatively long computation time
due to the large required grid density. The grid is the result of
the discretization of time and the state variables in appropriate
grid levels. The grid density should be taken high because it
influences the accuracy of the result. On the other hand, the
disadvantage of optimal control methods is that the problem is
often extremely difficult to solve, particularly for problems that
span large time intervals or problems with constraints.
In this paper, we propose a method to determine the mini-
mum hydrogen consumption with a reduced computational cost
because it avoids the discretization of the state variables. Only
the time is discretized because the standard driving cycles are
defined every 1 s. The procedure is based on five assumptions.
1) The capacity of storage in the ESS is sufficient to recover
all the available energy from regenerative braking.
2) The friction brake is not employed during the entire cycle.
3) When the power consumption is null, the FCS is
turned off.
4) The FCS is already hot at the nominal operating temper-
ature when the cycle starts.
5) The total vehicle mass mveh is 1109 kg.
A simulation is performed for each driving cycle in such a
way that the FCS alternately works in two operating points,
namely, “ON” and “OFF,” according to the actual state of energy
(SoE). The SoE is defined as follows:
SoE(k) = E(k)
Ecap
× 100 [%] (5)
where Ecap is the maximum energy that the storage system is
capable of storing, and k = 1, 2, . . . , N is the time instant with
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Fig. 7. Hydrogen consumption for different ESS module numbers.
Fig. 8. Total vehicle mass varying the HD (FCS power and ESS module number).
Fig. 9. Scheme showing the ON/OFF operation of the FCS model to perform the analysis of the minimum hydrogen consumption.
the sampling time ΔT = 1 s. The procedure is given in the list
that follows.
1) When SoE(k) ≤ SoE(0), the FCS is operated at its point
of maximum efficiency (the “ON” point).
2) When SoE(k) > SoE(0), the FCS is turned off (the “OFF”
point).
As a result, the final state of energy SoE(N) is the same as
the initial state of energy SoE(0).
Thus, the hydrogen consumption only accounts for the neces-
sary hydrogen to fulfill the cycle of duration N . The advantages
of this method are considered in Section VII. Fig. 9 shows
a scheme with the FCS operation to perform the previously
described calculation, and the results are collected in Table V,
where the braking/hydrogen ratio is defined as the ratio be-
tween the energy recovered from braking in the ESS and the en-
ergy of the hydrogen, which is calculated from the low heating
value of hydrogen that is consumed in the FCS during the cycle.
Since in this analysis the FCS is either working at the point
of maximum efficiency or turned off (with the assumption that,
when the FCS is turned off, the power consumption is null), the
calculation of the minimum consumption is guaranteed.
VII. DISCUSSION
From the preceding simulation results, it is possible to derive
some observations. First, from the design process explained in
Section V, it is remarkable that, despite the fact that the rated
power of the resulting FCS is 35 kW, the power demand is
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TABLE V
RESULTS FROM THE ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMAL HYDROGEN
ECONOMY FOR A 1109-kg VEHICLE
quite lower in the standard driving cycles most of the time. In
fact, in NEDC, FTP, and UDDS, the most common demands
are in the range from 0 to 15 kW, whereas in HWFET, the
power demand is concentrated around 12.5 kW. Thus, the FCS
is often disadvantageously working, particularly in NEDC and
UDDS, since the efficiency is low in this range. Consequently,
there is a conflict between drivability and efficiency because the
minimum FCS size to accomplish drivability is too high and
does not permit operation at the more efficient FCS range for
the most common demands.
Second, from the analysis of Sections IV and VI, the high
percentage of recoverable energy from braking in the urban
driving cycles (NEDC, UDDS, and FTP), as assessed by the
braking/hydrogen ratio in Table V, is noticeable. This ratio
is a good indicator of the amount of energy that is actually
reused since the model is developed into detail and all the losses
in the components of the vehicle are taken into account. In
contrast, the parameter that is used to indicate the recovered
braking energy in [26] is a fraction of the traction energy and,
consequently, is much higher. However, this parameter does not
indicate the fraction of the energy from hydrogen that is really
regenerated.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the design and analysis of FCHSs oriented to
automotive applications has been addressed. First, the advan-
tages of this kind of power systems are analyzed, focusing on
the mechanism that allows the improvement of the efficiency
of FCHVs. Then, the electrical structures for FCHVs are ad-
dressed, analyzing the electrical topology, comparing two types
of energy-storage devices (batteries and SCs). The conclusion is
that SCs seem the best technical alternative nowadays, because
FCHVs require storage systems with high specific power and
high cycle durability.
The main conclusions of this paper are given in the list that
follows.
1) Using a detailed model in ADVISOR to perform a pre-
cise study of the system, the result shows that, through
hybridization, it is possible to significantly improve the
hydrogen economy in FCHVs compared with the pure
FC case without SCs (Fig. 7): 41.7% on NEDC, 45.6%
on UDDS, 43.3% on FTP, and 22.5% on HWFET. This is
possible because of the reduction on the total mass of the
vehicle, the more efficient operation of the FCS, and the
energy recovery from braking.
2) In the determination of the HD, there is a conflict between
drivability and efficiency, which means that the most
robust design to fulfill drivability requirements is not the
most efficient in terms of hydrogen economy.
3) The braking/hydrogen ratio defined in Section VI is a
more realistic indicator that other parameters are used in
the literature to analyze the reduction of the hydrogen
consumption due to regenerative braking. It shows that
is possible to recover up to 7.6% of the hydrogen energy
on NEDC, 11.7% on UDDS, 11.4% on FTP, and 2.3% on
HWFET.
The main contributions stem from three methodologies pro-
posed to design and analyze FCHSs. First, an iterative and sys-
tematic methodology to determine the HD to fulfill drivability
requirements was elaborated. Second, a new method to assess
the optimal hydrogen consumption with a low computational
cost that avoids the discretization of the state variables was
presented. This method was demonstrated to be useful for
evaluating the performance of any energy-management strategy
because it provides a benchmark to compare the hydrogen con-
sumption of each strategy. Third, an analysis of the energy flows
inside the FCHV was done. The conclusion of this analysis is
that the fraction of energy from regenerative braking is relevant
to the performance of the FCHV and the assessment of the HD.
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